CHAPTER V

CLOSURE

A. Conclusion

After conducting the research and collecting data, the writer draws some conclusions as follows:

1. The students’ mastery of English vocabulary on computer instructions at XI TKJ 2 class of SMK Muhammadiyah 3 Banjarmasin academic year 205/2016 is fair. It can be seen from the mean score of the students’ mastery of English vocabulary on computer instructions is 65.

2. Which vocabulary are difficult of English vocabulary on computer instructions to the students at XI TKJ 2 class of SMK Muhammadiyah 3 Banjarmasin academic year 205/2016, the writer found out undo, port series, crossover cable and straight cable are difficult vocabulary to the students. It shown based on the students who mostly can not answer the questions of these vocabulary.

3. Which vocabulary are easy of English vocabulary on computer instructions to the students at XI TKJ 2 class of SMK Muhammadiyah 3 Banjarmasin academic year 205/2016, the writer found out layer, server, search, series and envelopoe are easy vocabulary to the students. It shown based on students that no one answer incorrectly of these vocabulary.
B. Suggestion

Based on the finding and discussion in previous chapter, the writer give some suggestions follows:

1. For the students, they should improve their English vocabulary especially on computer instructions, because they are TKJ students that always use computer which is the instructions are English.

2. For the school is suggested to adding the ESP subject, in order to help students better in learning English especially for English vocabulary on computer instructions.